THE EYE OF THE HURRICANE
HURRICANE SANDY - GOD’S DIVINE INTERRUPTIONS
The purpose of this illustration is to highlight possible type and shadows of how HURRICANE SANDY has some prophetic overtones to several Biblical DIVINE JUDGMENTS. This analogy is in no way
saying this unprecedented disaster is a ‘Divine Judgment’ but that is appears to have peculiar associations of certain ones in the past and that which is to come Biblically speaking. This is only a
suggestive typology depiction. The context of this study will be presented in the classic “Tale of 2 Cites’. The city of Lucifer vs. the City of God. The Bride of Christ vs. the Whore of Babylon. It
appears that 1) NYC is a type of the prophetic “Babylon’ system that is to be judged by Divine Righteousness. 2) Philadelphia is a type of the True Christian Church that is to be spared for such a
Divine Judgment, by way of the Rapture. It will be provided an ‘Open Door’ to come in the midst of Sudden Destruction –like the Days of Noah, Sodom and Gomorrah. The Eye of the Storm’s path
was directly in line with Philadelphia yet NYC suffered the brunt and damage. 3) The mangled construction crane at the base of Central Park can allude to the TOWER OF BABEL being interrupted of
its construction. It appears that Central Park is a type of an ANTHROPOMORPHIC MAN that can correspond to the Statue in the Prophet Dannie's vision of a 5 –tiered Man of Luciferian inspired world
kingdoms. These are typologies are general in scope and not intended to encompass the integrate details beyond the past, present and future Divine Judgments as described in the Bible.

PHILALDELPHIA
The ‘Eye of the Hurricane’ might look ominous, but it is actually the safest place to be in comparison
to the periphery of devastation. In the Book of Revelation, this type of Church Body was spared the
Divine Discipline that the other surrounding churches did not. Philadelphia was and is and will be the
only church type as in Asia to be given an Open Door and kept from Judgment of the World to come
as a hurricane. It is promises a Open Door of Heaven opening up at the time of the Resurrection and
Rapture. In Acts 27, the Apostle Paul finds himself in a similar situation, in the Eye of the Storm,
literally. His faith and GOD’s deliverance demonstrates that if Christ Jesus is at the center
of one’s heart, or ‘Eye’ Biblically speaking, no matter how much is gong on around the
destructive peripheries in one’s life, there will be peace,
calm and ultimate deliverance by the LORD.

Stock Market-closed since

A ’NEW BABYLON’ - PAST USA CAPITAL
Many believe that NYC is playing the modern part of the Biblical city,
religion, government and economy of BABYLON of the Bible. New York
received the worst effects in damage in terms of flooding. It is interesting
that in the vicinity, there is a areas near with the name of
‘Babylon.’ They are in Long Island and way out into the
Atlantic Ocean. As the ocean drops into the deep floor,
there is an area called the Babylon Canyon.

THE EYE
Area of narrow focus where wind is
minimal, sky is clear and pressure
is lowest.

THE WALL
Area of highest wind
strength and rain.

THE BANDS
Areas of heavy showers in convection
pattern that aim toward center of Eye.

PRESENT USA CAPITAL

LUXURIES OF ATLANTIS

The NEW ROME or New Atlantis that has many occultic
Luciferian city grid layout. It is on the lay-line that
includes NY, Philadelphia, New York, Boston & the
British Isles. Philadelphia is in between the two. A
‘political’ Babylon and an ‘economic’ Babylon.

DIVINE JUDGMENT OF THE LORD
There is always a Type and an An-type in the Bible. In the Book of
Revelation, there is a prophetic vision of a ‘Women’ riding a Beast
in purple, red, jewels that is over the Nations of the world. What is
striking is that she is ’drunk’ in the blood of the Saints, those
Followers of Jesus Christ. She is depicted as a woman who revels
in luxury, riches ill-gotten wealth through deception, thievery and
deceit. This ’Babylon’ is the false Christianity and religion of the
coming AntiChrist, ’king of Babylon’. This false religion will be
judged.

Of note that the hurricane
made land fall near Halloween's
Eve. Atlantis and Babylon are synonymous
with luxury and decadence. The mythical city-state of
Atlantis that was sunk by a catastrophic event involving
water. Perhaps by the Biblical Flood of Noah.

The ‘Serpent’ supporting the ‘false’
church of ST. JOHN THE DIVINE

The NEW AGE MESSIAH is at the apex of the Serpent’s Head. On the east side,
there is a park with 2 profound ‘eyes’ that are baseball diamonds. The ‘Eyes’ of
the Serpent watches over the Central Park’s 5-tier ‘kingdoms’ of divisions.
Judgment of the LORD echoes in type and shadows throughout
human history. Presently, HURRICANE SANDY produces several
prophetic ’types’ of the coming judgment. It can allude to several
Divine Interruptions written in the Bible. One that occurred in the
past, one that is occurring now, and one that will occur in the
future for 1) Babylon, 2) the World 3) the Church.
In GOD’s domain, Philadelphia is in the midst or ’eye’ of
prophetic events. It typifies the Redeemed that will be spared
wrath and is about to be led through an ’Open Door’ to Heaven at
some point in these Last Days before the 5th kingdom of
AntiChrist arises. The city of Philadelphia which means
‘Brotherly Love’ from the Greek is geographically halfway
between NYC and DC. DC is the current capital of the
USA, NYC was the 1st capital of the USA. Some believe
that both are occultic centers of energies of darkness.

A natural disaster like HURRICANE SANDY can be an instrument
used by the LORD to get people’s attention and heart. IF the type is
valid, then this Event echoes the prophetic events of the coming
Divine Judgment on Babylon while at the same time shielding the
True Remnants of the LORD.

NYC is said to be the current NWO capital. It is the
‘Eye’ of the ethereal Illuminati Pyramid apex. It is
the current center of world commerce, media,
communications and financial planning. Not since
1888 has the Stock Market closed for more than 1
day. 888 is very significant to the occultist. In
geometria, the number

888 is strongly

associated with the name of Jesus Christ. It is
thus also attributed to the Resurrection &
Rapture, as they both must coincide. It is
considered to be the ‘Perfect’ number as
opposed to 777 which is the ‘complete’
number.

THE TOWER OF BABEL - INTERRUPTED
This was an attempt by Lucifer to rally the whole of humanity after
the Biblical Flood of Noah under his ‘christ’ Nimrod to unify all the
nations in defiance against YHWH. Their attempt was thwarted by
the LORD’s Divine Interruption of Judgment; their language was
scrambled. This judgment stopped their construction of their Tower
to reach into Heaven through some dimension.

Perhaps the Stock Market has been
Divinely Judged or ‘interrupted’ by the
LORD GOD of Heaven as a ‘sign’ to its end. An end to
it thievery and banker tax-payer bailouts; making ill
gotten wealth off the backs of hard working tax payers.

157 West 57th Street in Manhattan

Of note, at the apex of the Central Park
layout facing North is ST. JOHN THE
DIVINE church. This ‘church’ is a counterfeit
to Christianity. It is a type of how the ‘Babylon’
system has, is and will be a religious system set
up to replace Christ. Their New Age Christ is
suspended in the navel. According to the visions of
the Biblical Prophets Daniel and John, in the Last
Days, the last Kingdom of this false ‘Babylon’ will be a
hybrid false christianity. Perhaps mixed with Islam but struck
by the Rock, which is a type of Jesus Christ at His 2nd
Coming.

GOD’S DIVINE INTERRUPTIONS

LUXURY TOWER OF ‘BABEL’- INTERRUPTED
This particular ‘tower’ on West 57th Street to be the highest luxurious
high-riser in the New York City area. The building is at the base of
Central Park. Central Park is said to have a anthropomorphic layout.
It has 5 divisions that seems to correlated to the Statue of Daniel.
This construction of the ’tower; was ‘interrupted’ by the hurricane. It
was like the Statue of Daniel’s vision of a Statue being stopped by
the ROCK that crashed it from Heaven.
Babylon as a city was know for it opulence, riches and luxury. It was
also known for it decadence and lifestyles that offended the true
GOD of Heaven. The Book of Revelation even speaks of a center of
such a commerce that the ‘souls of men’ were traded as common as
gold and silver. In prophetic perspectives, the city of Babylon is also
a metaphor for a religious, economic and political system too.
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Perhaps the crane that was struck in the skyscraper or ‘tower’ is a divine reminder that the Sovereign
LORD of Heaven has the ultimate say of how far mankind is allowed to go. At its Central Park layout,
from an areal view, it can be distinctly made out to be the foundation to the 5-tier Central Park edifice
itself. Hypothetically, this can be seen as a type of Daniel's Statue of 5 world divisions or kingdoms
whose base like the Luxury ’tower’ was struck down or ‘interrupted’. The last world kingdom of satan’s
domain will be stricken down by the large Rock of Divine Judgment –which will be the True Christ. The
coming NWO whose kingdom will rule the world but in the end, it will be Divinely Judged by Jesus
Christ, the ROCK of Offense.
Now, normality for NYC in particular has been interrupted, but perhaps prophetically as a foretaste of
what is to be occur in the near future on a global scale. As power will take days if not weeks to restore,
the construction of the ’Towers of NYC’, aka Babylon or as with the Freedom Tower, for example are
not likely to resume anytime soon. It is odd that the building that had the crane mangles, is precisely at
the base of Central Park. It has a number combination of 57, twice. The crane is at the 74th floor.
The LORD can interrupt Babylon’s commerce too. The Stock Market numbers are often tweaked to
end at certain combinations, they are ’codes’ that signal certain transactions that involve and go
beyond financial exchanges. Yet the LORD of Heaven can also ’tweak’ numbers to provide a ’sign’ as
well. It is interesting that not since 1888 (8-8-8) has the Market remained closed.
PAST DIVINE JUDGMENTS
GOD interrupted the history of the entire human race by a Global Flood. GOD interrupted the Tower of Babel construction of
the united singular human race. GOD interrupted the false religious system of apostate Israel during the time of Jesus Christ.
70 AD destruction of Temple.
PRESENT DIVINE JUDGMENTS
GOD interrupts the full-on evil by having The Restrainer, the HOLY SPIRIT in the world operate in the Redeemed. GOD
interrupts the present successors of the Babylonian false system, economically in this case i.e. NYC. GOD interrupts the sin
that is tolerated in the CHURCH , Body of Christ as JESUS is evaluating the Lampstands.
FUTURE DIVINE JUDGMENT
GOD will interrupt the world with devastation as never before seen called the TRIBULATION. GOD will interrupt the last Luciferian last New World order kingdom of the 10 toe confederation with The ROCK. GOD will interrupt or completion the
Christian corporate church i.e. the Rapture and Resurrection of Christ’s Disciples.
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2014

